For those of us who treat and study patients with mood disorders, perhaps the most dramatic recent change in how we diagnose those patients is the addition in DSM-5 of the mixed features specifier for major depressive episodes. In this brief article, we will describe the historical development of the mixed features specifier, the specific criteria for the diagnosis, and the dilemma clinicians face given the current state of the evidence for the treatment of patients who meet the criteria.

HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT

The intermixed presentation of depressed and manic symptoms has existed longer than any modern diagnostic schema. Kraepelin1,2 famously described “manic depressive insanity,” within which he included all affective states, leading some, such as Adolf Meyer, to complain that he had created a “startling condensation” of all mood syndromes into one.3 DSM, of course, has been categorizing and deconstructing mood disorders through DSM-IV-TR, leaving the mixed episode as the only formal category with mixed symptoms of mania and depression.4-5 Mixed episode criteria in DSM-IV required that full criteria for manic episode and major depressive episode be met concurrently for at least 1 week.

Like the proverbial unicorn, mixed episodes in actual practice are hard to find—although the term mixed has been used in practice for concurrent symptoms of depression and mania whether they meet criteria or not. DSM-5 partially addresses this gap between practice and criteria. While eliminating the Mood Disorders section and placing bipolar and other disorders in one chapter and depressive disorders in another, DSM-5 in practical terms appears to be shifting from a categorical approach to diagnosis to a more dimensional one. The narrow definition of “mixed episode” is gone, replaced by the mixed features specifier, a specifier that can now be used in both major depressive disorder (MDD) and bipolar disorder and that acknowledges, in terms of symptoms and course, the overlap between bipolar disorder and major depression.

DSM-5 TACKLES A CLINICAL PROBLEM

The clinical understanding of “mixed symptoms” or “mixity” has been in the clinical consciousness with respect to the bipolar patient and less so (or not at all) with respect to the patient with MDD. The clinical problem was that, other than for the most severely ill patients with bipolar I disorder who met full criteria for a mixed episode, the previous diagnostic categories for mood disorders ignored the presence of symptoms of hypomania or mania during depression (and depression during mania). The reality is that mixed episodes in bipolar disorder, as strictly defined in DSM-IV, are much less common in clinical practice than are complex presentations in which subsyndromal symptoms of depression are present during periods of mania or hypomania, or subsyndromal symptoms of mania are present during episodes of depression, even in patients without a lifetime history of bipolar disorder.6 These symptoms were sufficiently severe that intervention was indicated, so a new entity was warranted. The DSM-5 committee took into account all of these concerns in examining whether to revise the concept and criteria for mixed feature presentations.

The mixed features specifier, it was decided, would define clinical entities present during common clinical practice that could have an impact on the course of illness and that merited clear and more precise definition—especially in order to establish clear entities for future outcome studies. Current data suggest that patients with MDD who meet criteria for mixed features may be at elevated risk for the development of bipolar I and II disorders, thus requiring specific monitoring over the course of their illness.7 Importantly, as in patients with bipolar II disorder, the relative impact, both good and bad, of antidepressants needs to be studied in patients with MDD and mixed symptoms, especially since observational data suggest that patients with mixed features may be more likely to have persistent and treatment-resistant depression in clinical practice.8

DSM-5 CRITERIA FOR MIXED FEATURES SPECIFIER IN MAJOR DEPRESSIVE EPISODES IN MDD

The mixed features course specifier for depressive episodes in DSM-5 requires that at least 3 of the following manic/hypomanic symptoms be present nearly every day during the majority of days of a major depressive episode:

- elevated, expansive mood,
- inflated self-esteem or grandiosity,
- more talkative than usual or pressure to keep talking,
- flight of ideas or subjective experience that thoughts are racing,
- increase in energy or goal-directed activity,
- increased or excessive involvement in activities that have a high potential for painful consequences, and
- decreased need for sleep.

Mixed symptoms should be observable by others, represent a change from usual behavior, and not be attributable to the physiological effects of a substance. The specifier further states that individuals whose symptoms meet full criteria for mania or hypomania should be diagnosed with bipolar I or bipolar II disorder.

DILEMMAS IN CLINICAL DECISION-MAKING

The difficulty in defining a new clinical entity is that there is, by definition, no established evidence base for its treatment.
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Extrapolating from outcomes found in subgroups of patients studied for a different problem is often the only evidence available to the clinician. Thus, clinical decisions may be based on inadequate evidence regarding treatment risks and benefits. In bipolar disorder, for example, there are no currently completed prospective trials of pharmacologic treatment for patients whose depressive or manic episode is characterized by DSM-5–defined mixed features; instead, only studies of full-criteria DSM-IV–TR–defined mixed episodes have high-quality data to guide treatment. Post hoc analyses looking at subgroup data have been conducted, but the results are not reliable enough to be acted upon in a clinical setting, leaving one to go outside the evidence base. This is of course problematic, but not nearly as problematic as making treatment decisions for patients with MDD who are in a major depressive episode with mixed features. For this new entity, there have been, until recently, no trial data at all.

Lurasidone, an atypical antipsychotic that has partial agonist activity at the 5-HT_{1A} receptor and is FDA approved for the treatment of schizophrenia and depressed episodes associated with bipolar I disorder (as monotherapy or adjunctive to lithium or divalproex sodium), has been studied in a population that somewhat approximates MDD patients who have an episode of depression with DSM-5–defined mixed features. Prior to the publication of DSM-5, this study was begun in subjects with MDD who had at least 2 but no more than 3 of the following manic symptoms for at least 2 weeks: elevated or expansive mood, inflated self-esteem or grandiosity, more talkative than usual or pressure to keep talking, flight of ideas or racing thoughts, increased energy, increased or excessive involvement in activities with a high potential for negative consequences, and decreased need for sleep. Subjects could have irritability, distractibility, and psychomotor agitation as symptoms, but these would not count toward the inclusion criteria, and the manic symptoms could not meet the criteria for a manic or hypomanic episode (lest the subjects then have bipolar disorder rather than MDD). Only 37.5% of subjects enrolled in this trial had the 3 manic symptoms required in DSM-5, while 62.5% had only 2 manic symptoms.

The results of this monotherapy trial, which randomized 209 subjects, showed that lurasidone (flexibly dosed from 20 to 60 mg/d) was statistically significantly more effective in reducing depressive symptoms compared to placebo, with a 20.5-point decrease in Montgomery-Asberg Depression Rating Scale (MADRS) scores for lurasidone compared with a 13.0-point decrease for placebo, and a 1.8-point decrease in Clinical Global Impressions severity subscale (CGI-S) scores for lurasidone compared to 1.2 points for placebo. The effect sizes for the difference were 0.80 on the MADRS (the primary outcome measure) and 0.60 on the CGI-S. Nausea and somnolence were the most common side effects, with weight gain low during the short duration of the study (0.7 kg increase in the lurasidone group compared to 0.4 kg for placebo). While these subjects’ symptoms do not precisely track with the DSM-5 mixed features specifier, the results can be seen as proof of concept that pharmacologic treatments (in this case a drug effective for bipolar depression) may have utility in treating MDD patients with mixed features, and indeed that the mixed features specifier might predict treatment outcomes for certain interventions. It is important to note, however, that the FDA did not consider these results adequate for moving forward with a labeled indication for mixed features in MDD, primarily because of their concern that the drug would have worked in MDD in general regardless of the mixed features present in this study cohort (sometimes described as *pseudospecificity*).

**MOVING FORWARD**

It is unclear whether the FDA will accept the mixed features specifier for labeling purposes in the future, with or without systematic study. Yet, it remains clear that patients with such symptoms present for treatment. Currently, lurasidone is the only medication with a completed trial in this population, but, given the experience with lurasidone, it is possible that other treatments may be effective in patients with MDD and mixed features. Other important questions remain, such whether other atypical antipsychotics might be effective (either as monotherapy or as adjuncts to standard antidepressants) and whether the usual treatments for depression—antidepressants—are in fact less effective in these patients. There should be an appetite in both industry and academia for doing studies to explore these questions; however, if the possibility of marketing approval is uncertain, it is doubtful that pharmaceutical companies will invest the needed resources to complete them. At present, we are left using the strategies that the current evidence supports: antidepressant monotherapy to start, followed by evidence-based pharmacologic strategies for partial or nonresponsive patients (primarily adequately studied adjunctive antipsychotics or adjunctive bupropion), and finally rTMS or ECT if needed.
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